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MODEL-BASED SEGMENTATION OF THE LEFT MAIN CORONARY BIFURCA TION FROM
2D ANGIOGRAMS

Romain Lacroix, Raoul Florent and Vincent Auvray

Medisys Research Lab, Philips Healthcare, 33 rue de Verdun,92156 Suresnes, France

ABSTRACT

This paper deals with the identification of the left main coro-
nary bifurcation (LMB) in2D angiograms. We resort to a
generic3D model of the LMB that is projected in the proper
angulation to retrieve the expected2D skeleton of the LMB
in the considered image. We derive from it an efficient dis-
criminating filter that allows detecting the LMB, while being
robust to anatomical variations. We demonstrate the poten-
tial of the method over a large database of120 angiographic
sequences from15 patients. We also propose a method exten-
sion that exploits not only the present angiography, but also
the previous ones, as acquired in the course of the exam.

Index Terms— Coronary arteries, model-based segmen-
tation.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper deals with the segmentation of the left main coro-
nary bifurcation (LMB) in 2D angiograms, which is the
intersaection of the left main artery, the circumflex arteryand
the left anterior descending artery (Fig.1a).
The explicit positioning of that anatomical point is neededin
some applications, for instance to normalize perfusion mea-
sures [1]. It might also be useful as a starting point to segment
the whole coronary tree. Indeed, one of the main reasons why
tracking-based vessel segmentation methods are much less
popular in2D than in3D [2] is that most applications in the
former case need to be real-time, and thus require an auto-
matic and robust initialization.
Detecting the LMB from 2D angiographies is a challenging

Fig. 1. a) Coronary arteries and left main bifurcation LMB (red
point). b) 3D model of the LMB and its projection

task. Typical angiographies present numerous contrasted ob-
jects (catheters, sternal wires, other vascular branches,etc)
that can easily be mistaken for vessel bifurcations. Further-
more, the LMB has a variable shape in2D, depending on the
projection view (Fig.4).
In this paper, we resort to ageneric (as opposed to patient-
specific) model of the LMB, extracted from the coronary
model proposed by Dodge [3]. From the projection of this
3D model, we derive a2D filter that allows the fast and reli-
able identification of the LMB in the image.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
2D filter derived from the3D LMB model, focusing on its
ability to handle LMB’s anatomical variability. The detection
quality is studied over15 patients and120 sequences. Sec-
tion 3 presents a method extension that not only relies on the
current angiography, but also on the other ones as acquired
the examination of the considered patient. Section 4 contains
concluding remarks.

2. MODEL-BASED SEGMENTATION OF THE LEFT
MAIN CORONARY BIFURCATION FROM ONE 2D

ANGIOGRAMS

2.1. Filtering strategy

Dodge developed in [3] a geometrical model of the coronary
artery tree by identifying points of interest on bi-planar X-ray
images, yielding mean positions. In our case, we consider the
four points defining the LMB: (P0) and the first segment of
the three arteries originating from it (P1, P2, P3, Fig.1b).
Projecting that3D model under the current system angula-
tion, we get a2D skeleton of the expected LMB centerline
in the current angiography, from which we design a2D filter
enhancing the LMB. Ridge filters [4] have proven well suited
to enhance vessels. The ridge filter of the imageI in the di-
rectionθ and at the scaleσ at pixelp, reads:

Rθ
σ(p) = Lθ ∗Gσ ∗ I(p) (1)

whereGσ is the Gaussian filtering with a kernelσ, andLθ the
second order derivative in the directionθ.
To detect the LMB, we compute the response of the3 ex-
pected branches to a ridge filter, oriented in the direction given
by the model. A linear combination of those3 filters is not



discriminative enough since vessels responding to only1 or 2
of the filters could dominate bifurcations. We therefore resort
to the minimum response of the3 branches as the composite
filter:

F 1
LMB(p) = min

i∈[1,3]

(

Rθi
σ (p+ α

−−→

P0Pi)
)

(2)

with θi the orientation of the vector
−−→

P0Pi, andα a parameter
setting the kernel positions on each branch.
Actually, we obtained better results by considering a series of
aligned ridge filters for each branch, which is equivalent to
’elongating’ the ridge kernel:

F 2
LMB(p) = min

i∈[1,3]

(

∑

j∈[1,3]

(

Rθi
σ (p+ αj

−−→

P0Pi)
)

)

(3)

2.2. Proposed filter

In practice, we observe that, due to anatomical variability, the
LMB does not always accurately match the model skeleton,
and thus can respond poorly toF 2

LMB . We therefore take into
account the uncertainty to the exact vessel angles in the final
filter formulation (see Fig.2):

FLMB(p) = min
i∈[1,3]

(

∑

j∈[1,3]

(

max
k∈[−nk,nk]

(

Rθi
σ (p+ αj

−−→

P0Pi + kβj

−−→

P0Pi
∗)
)

)

(4)

with
−−→

P0Pi
∗ the vector orthogonal to

−−→

P0Pi. This way, we
explore variations around the expected vessel angle by posi-
tioning a series of ridge kernels parallely to the mean expected
position (Fig.2). The further away from the bifurcation, the
larger the possible variations of the vessel, and the more ker-
nel we introduce. This filter handles variability that is mostly

Fig. 2. Proposed filter (one branch only is plotted). The ellipsoids
figure ridge kernels (Eq.4).

of anatomical nature. It is also robust to variations due to the
projection direction (the2D LMB skeleton is not exactly the
same, depending on the position in space of the3D model),
and changes due to cardiac phases (Dodge’s model is for-
mally proposed for end diastole only).
Filter FLMB can be efficiently computed. For each branch,
the ridge-filtered image is needed inone orientation only.
Therefore, computingFLMB boils down to filtering the orig-
inal image with3 oriented ridge filters, and to combining their
values (27 samples per pixel), which is real-time compatible.

1st cand. 1st-2nd cand. 1st-3rd cand.
64% 88% 92%

Table 1. Detection rate of the 2D LMB filter

To detect the LMB, we simply select the maximum of
FLMB ’s response. Alternatively, we can select then can-
didates by keeping then maxima of FLMB after a non-
maximum suppression, and identify the best one later on in
the algorithmic pipeline.

2.3. Detection results

The detection quality ofFLMB was evaluated over120 an-
giographies from15 patients. Table 1 presents the detection
rate in the cases where the best1, 2 and3 responses of the
LMB maps are selected. We also show some detection results
on Fig.4.
Given the large variety of the addressed configurations (low
contrast, disturbing devices, see top two rows of Fig.4), the
reported detection rate with3 candidates (92%) is excellent.
Furthermore, the generic method presented here does not
include temporal regularization nor geometric priors on the
LMB location, which would certainly improve detection.
However, the detection quality with1 candidate is only of
64%. It is mostly due to the fact that other portions of the
vasculature can occasionally match the projected LMB skelet-
ton, and thus respond strongly toFLMB as well (third row on
Fig.4). This calls for a policy where the best3 candidates are
selected at this point, and the final selection is made later on
in the algorithm pipeline (for instance, after three candidates
coronary tree segmentations have been extracted).
The detection fails in a few cases with dominant disturbing
devices, and when the real LMB does not exhibit the expected
shape (Fig.4). Further clinical analyses are needed to better
understand whether the latter is due to non-typical patient
positioning on the table, or to large anatomical variability.

3. MODEL-BASED SEGMENTATION OF THE LEFT
MAIN CORONARY BIFURCATION FROM SEVERAL

2D ANGIOGRAMS

3.1. Join LMB identification

We have explored a possible extension of the 2DFLMB

filtering for an improved LMB identification, in which we
propose to exploit the previously acquired angiographies.A
typical cathlab examination indeed begins with a series of
5 − 10 angiographies, during which the clinician observes
the vasculature from various perspectives to perform an accu-
rate diagnosis. If no motion occurs during this set of exams,
the LMB in the different images should correspond to the
same3D space position. We can then position itjointly in



the different angiographies (Fig.3). This constrains morethe
problem and thus should allow to reach a higher detection
rate (while being transparent to the cathlab workflow).

Now, breathing and cardiac motions might occur between

Fig. 3. LMB positioned coherently in different 2D images.

angiographies. Global table motions can be compensated
for from the system data. In that case, the 3D geometrical
constrain must be relaxed.
We select them best2D FLMB responses on each of then
considered angios. We consider eachn-uplet of candidates,
and assess whether they can anatomically originate from
the same physical point. Basically, we retrace the different
source-detector pixel rays, and assess whether they are suffi-
ciently close together to account for breathing.
Each acceptable n-uplet is then associated a composite score
based on the2D FLMB scores. The anatomically acceptable
combination having the highest score is finally detected - on
each angiography.

3.2. Results

Unfortunately, the table motion was not part of our database.
To test our multi-angiography approach, we had to manually
estimate the global translation of the heart between the an-
giogram acquisitions (by clicking on the LMB on each of
them), to correct for it, and then to add a simulated breath-
ing. We relied on [5] to simulate realistic breathing amplitude
differences (Gaussian lawσ = 6mm in X, σ = 10mm in Y).
The detection results are reported in Tab.2 wheren = 2 an-
giographies are considered (m = 10). The database is not
exactly the same than in subsection 2.3 since the angiograms
that could not be paired with other angiograms (with a mini-
mal C-arm difference of20◦) were discarded. This explains
why the detection scores with one angiogram only are not
identical to Tab.1.
When no simulated breathing is added (ie, every motion is
compensated for), the test boils down to simulating biplane
acquisitions. We report then a moderate detection improve-
ment of7% (with one candidate pair). The 3D geometrical
constraint does not limit the number of valid pairs as much as
expected. We measured that18% of the pairing were accepted
(range7%− 28%, depending on the C-arm angulations).
When the breathing was simulated, the 3D condition was re-

Configuration 1st cand. 1st-2nd cand. 1st-3rd cand.

One angio 67% 85% 92%
Biplane 74% 89% 94%

Two angios 70% 86% 93%

Table 2. Detection rate of the 2D LMB filter (108 sequences)

laxed and more pairings were accepted (average58%, range
29% − 91%). This explains the smaller detection improve-
ment of3% reported in Tab.2. Similar minor improvements
were measured in the case of3 angiograms.

4. CONCLUSION

To identify the LMB in2D angiograms, we resort to a generic
3D model of the LMB that is projected in the proper angula-
tion to estimate the expected2D skeleton of the LMB in the
considered image. We have derived from it an efficient dis-
criminating filter that allows to detect the LMB. An excellent
detection rate of92% is reported (over a database of120 se-
quences) when the3 best scores are selected.
We have proposed an extension of our method that exploits
the previously acquired angiographies to further constrain the
localization of the LMB. We report only modest detection im-
provements, but without entailing any further constraint on
the clinician. We now plan to exploit the full generic model
of the heart to jointly segment and label the complete coro-
nary tree in2D angiographic images.
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Fig. 4. Detection results with 2D filterFLMB . In red the first maximum, green the second, blue the third. Top two rows: correct detection is
the 1st maximum, including in difficult configurations (pacemaker, electrodes, low contrast, contrast backflow); thirdrow: correct detection is
the 2nd maximum, mostly because other parts of the vasculature match the tripod shape; fourth row: detection failure, either due to disturbing
device, or because the real LMB does not exhibit the expectedshape. The projected tripod is plotted on the last two rows tohelp interpretation.


